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Let li_,_ ••• ' ~ be p X 1 random vectors. Define A = 6 (x -X) (x -x) I , 
~ ·" a=l -a - -a -
where X = 'EX /N. Dykstra [ 1] pro,ied that A is nonsingular with 
- a=l---0-
probability 1 when N > p and t 1 , ••• , ~ is a sample from a nonsingular 
p-variate normal distribution. In this note, the question of 
nonsingularity of A {with probability 1) is studied under a more 
general set-up and later a general (matrix} quadratic form in X 1s is 
-a 
studied from this viewpoint. 
Results. 
- -, Note that A= X CN ! , where 
IN is the N x N identity matrix and JN is the N x N matrix with 
all elements equal to 1. Since rank CN = N - 1 and rank(A) ~ rank{CN), 
A is singular if p > N - 1. In the sequel, we thus assume p ~ N - 1. 
Theorem 1. 
Suppose there exists a (p-1)-dimensional hyperplane L in RP given 
by ,2.'~= a such that Prob[~ e L, a= 1, ••• , N] > 0 where !.,1, ••• , ~ 
are p x 1 random vectors. Then Prob[A is singular]> O. 
Proof: 
X e L, a= 1, •• o, N ~ b 1Ab = a2 e 1C e = 0 
-a -- ~~ 
~A is singular 
!N is the N X 1 vector with all elements equal to 1. 
- 1 -
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Prob(A is singular)= 0 implies that for every (p-1)-dimensional 
hyperplane L, Prob(X e L, a= 1, ••• , N) = 0 which is equivalent to 
-a 
Prob(X e L) = 0 when X's are i.i.d. 
-a -a 
Lennna. 
Let ~,, ••• , X be p X 1 mutually independent random vectors. 
;a. --p 
Assume that for any a(a = 1, ••• , p) and any (p-1)-dimensional subspace 
L of RP, Prob{~ e L) = O. Then Prob(![p] is singular)= O where 
X[ ] = (X~, ••. , X ). 
- p -J. ""'P 
Proof: 
We shall prove this by induction on p. Let x' = (x 1 , ••• , x ) a a ap 
and ~[i] = (xa1'•••, xai), ![i] = (xl[i]'•••, xi[i]), i = 1, ••• , p. 
The condition in the lennna implies that Prob{X ("] e L.) = 0 for any 
-0! 1 1 
{i-l)Tdimensional subspace L. of Ri 
1 
i = 1, ••• , p. Clearly 
Prob(![l] is singular)= O. Assume, for 1 ~ r < p, Prob(![r] is singular)= O. 
Suppose, Prob{![r+l] is singular)> o. Then there must exist a set of 
positive probability measure in the space of ~[r+l]' a~ 1, ••• , r for 
which 
Prob[det(:£,l[r+l] ••• ;.[r+l]' Xr+l[r+l]) 
= o!xa[r+l] = xa[r+l]' a= 1, ••• , r] > o. 
However, the above determinant may be written as b'X 1 [ l] = O, where - r+ , r+ 
b is a function of x [ l]' a= 1, ••• , r and the above conditional 
- -a r+ 
probability is the same as the unconditional probability which is zero by 
assumption unless £_ = 2_ , and, in particular~ the last component of ~ 
is O which is thesame as saying det(!_l[r]'•••, ~[r]) = 0 But the 
probability of such event, by the induction hypothesis is O. Hence 
Prob{![r] is singular)= o. 
- 2 -
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Suppose !,1, ••• , !_,N are mutually independent and for every 
O'(a=l, ••• , N) and for every {p-1)-dimensional hyperplane L 
Prob(x e L) = O. Then Prob(A is singular)= O. 
-a 
Proof: 
Note that N X N ~ X X1 a=l Q' ~ 
det A·= N det.[----...---] 
x' 1/N 
= N det • [ 6 Y Y' ] Q'=l Q' Q' 
where Y' = (X' , 1/N). Hence 
-rt -a 
A is singular ~ 
N 
~ y y' 
1 Ci Ci Q'= 
is singular. 
Suppose A is singular with positive probability. Then {'!,1, ••• , ~) is 
of rank( (p+l) with positive probability. Hence {without loss of generality) 
det[Y,, ••• , Y 1] = 0 -.L . -p+ 
with positive probability. Note that p + 1 < N. Thus 
O < Prob{det(Y,, ••• , Y 1) = O} -.L -p+ 
(1) 
= E{Prob[det(.i1 , ••• , Zp!p+l) = Ol!a, =la,, Q' = 1, ••• , p]) 
where the last coordinate of y is 1/N (a= 1, ••• , p). But 
Q' 
det{z.1 , ••• , Xp!p+l) = 0 can be expressed as ~·~+l = a where ~ and 
a are functions of x..1, ••• , Ip· The conditional probability in (1) is 
(2) Prob[b'X 1 = a] ~ --p+ 
since ~+l is independent of ! 1, ••• , ~,· (2) is zero unless b = 0 
- -
and a= O. Hence, in order that (1) holds, we must have 
- 3 -
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(3) Prob[det(X,, ••• , X) = O] > O. 
-J. -p 
Now it follows from the lennna that (3) is false. 
Theorem 3. 
Let ~1 , ••• , ~ be i.i.d. p x 1 random vectors (p ~ N - 1). Then 
Prob(A is singular)= 0 iff for every (p-1)-dimensional hyperplane L 
in RP, Prob(X e L) = O. 
-a 
Proof: 
Use Theorems 1 and 2. 
Further Results. 
Let us now consider the question of nonsingularity (with probability 1) 
of X MX' where X is defined as before and M is an N x N p.s.d. 
matrix. 
Let rank(M) = r. Then M can be expressed as 
where L1 : N X r, LfL1 = Ir and A is a diagonal matrix with all 
diagonal elements positive. Note now 
rank(! M !') (- 1/2 = rank !. L1 A ) = 
= rank(! L1Li !') 
= rank[!(IN - L1L~)!'] 
where L2 : N X (N-r), L~L2 = IN-r , L~Ll = O. Thus 
det[!(IN - L2L~)!'] = det[ (!1 ) (!' L2)] , 
L2 
Hence X MX' is singular ~ rank(!)< p + (N-r). It is clear that 
L' 2 
if p > r' X M x' is singular. We shall assume now p ~ r 
- 4 -
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Suppose there exist (p-1)-dimensional hyperplanes L1, ••• , ~ where 
La: l'x = aa and (a1, ••• , ~) 1 C(M), where C(M) is the space 
spanned by the column vectors of M, such that P[X e L, a= 1, ••• , N] > o, 
-n, a 
where f1, ••• , ~ are p X 1 random vectors. Then 
P(! M!' is singular)> O. 
Proof: 
Theorem 5. 
X e L, a= 1, ••• , N ~ 
a- a 
= 0 
~x MX' is singular. 
Let !_1 , •• ,, ~ be nn.ttually independent p X 1 random vectors. 
Suppose for every a(a = 1, ••• , N) and for every (p-1)-dimensional 
hyperplane L 
Proof: 
in RP, Prob{X e L) = O. Then, Prob{! M !' 
-cl' 
It was shown that 
X M x' is singular ~ rank c! ) < p + N - r. 
Without loss of generality, assume 
where Ql: (N-r) X (N-r) is of rank 
partition as 
(!) -(1) -(2) -(3) (! X ! ) = 
L' 2 Ql Q2 Q3 
- 5 -
L' 2 
N - r, Q2 (N-r) X p. 
is'• singular) = O. 
Similarly, 
. , .. ,... 
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rank(-)< p + N - r ~ det[-
-(2) 
! ] = 0 
L2 Ql Q2 
Define 
( ) -(2) -(1) -1 Z = z,, •.. , Z = X - X Ql Q2 • 
-.1. -p - -
-(1) (1) . Given X = x , z1, ••• , Z are mutually independent {conditionally). 
- p 
Moreover, given !(l) = x(l), probability that any ~(a= 1, ••• , p) lies 
in any {-p-1)-dimensional hyperplane in RP is o. Using the lennna, it 
is easy to show now 
Prob{det[!(2)_ !(l)Qi1Q2 ] = Ol!(l) = x(l)) = o. 
Hence 
Prob{! M!' is singular)= O. 
This ~esult directly follows from the lennna; an alternative proof is 
given to show a different approach. 
Connnents. 
(1) If ~ l C(M) and !-l' ... , ~ are i. i.d., then Prob{! M !' is 
singular)= 0 iff for every {p-1)-dimensional hyperplane L in RP, 
Prob(X e L) = o. 
-a 
_, 
(2) If p = 1, and ! = (x1 , ••• , XN) are mutually independent 
random variables, then Prob{!'M! is singular)= 0 iff Prob{! l C(M)) = o. 
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This note was originally written primarily for class-lectures. 
Dr. M. D. Perlman brought the reference in [1] to my attention and 
mentioned the problem of studying X M x'. 
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